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Summary
•

NIFTY is expected to see weakness towards 15330‐15160 till it maintains below 15800‐
15920.

•

BANKNIFTY is expected to continue weakness towards 33860‐33550 till it maintains below
35050‐35550.

•

NIFTYFMCG up move to continue till maintains above 35780 –35470.

•

NIFTYIT up move to continue till it maintains above 27960‐27550.

•

NIFTYAUTO up move to continue till maintains above 10200.

Indices Overview
SECTOR

VIEW

STOCKS

NIFTY FMCG

BULLISH

1. BRITANNIA
2. HINDUNILVR
3. DABUR
4.NESTLEIND

NIFTY IT

BULLISH

1. INFY
2. TECHM
3. NAUKRI
4. JUSTDIAL
5. LTI

NIFTY AUTO

BULLISH

1. TATAMOTORS
2.APOLLOTYRE
3. EICHERMOT
4. ENDURANCE
5. MINDAIND

NIFTY PHARMA

BULLISH

1. CIPLA
2. BIOCON
3. TORNTPHARM
4. GLAXO
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NIFTY SPOT : IMMEDIATE RESISTANCE AT 15800
LTP : 15683

SUP :15520‐15330‐15160

RES : 15800‐15920‐16060
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Source: IRIS, BP Equities Research

Technical View

Key Data

1. Index started the week with a positive note and in later part of the week
index turned volatile and witnessed profit booking to close this week in
loss. Index made a lower low on weekly basis after six weeks.
2. After, breakout from down sloping channel earlier index continued its se‐
ries of making new all‐time high.
3. RSI is placed around its over stretched zone of 70, for it to continue its up
move it needs to sustain above this zone.
4. Going ahead index has immediate resistance at 15800, till it maintains be‐
low this level it is expected to see profit booking towards 15330‐15160.
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BANKNIFTY SPOT : IMMEDIATE RESISTANCE AT 35050‐35550
LTP : 34558
SUP : 34280‐33860‐33550 RES : 35050‐35550‐35800
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Source: IRIS, BP Equities Research

Technical View

Key Data

1. Index started the week on a flat note and witnessed profit booking in
later part of the week to close this week in loss.
2. Index has earlier consolidated around 21 EMA for past couple of weeks
and has surpassed down sloping trend line which is a bullish signal for
medium term trend.
3. RSI has earlier formed positive reversal and is now forming higher high
and higher low which is a bullish signal for medium term trend and com‐
pliments the bullish view of price.
4. Bank nifty continues to remain weak against NIFTY and expected to re‐
main an underperformer in short term.
5. Going ahead index has immediate resistance at 35050‐35550, till it main‐
tains below this zone it is expected to continue weakness towards 33860‐
33550.

% Change (D)

‐0.14
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NIFTY FMCG: IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 35780‐35470
LTP : 36287

SUP : 35780‐35470‐35080

RES : 36680‐37280‐37830
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Source: IRIS, BP Equities Research

Technical View
1. After witnessing intermediate correction in the month of April'21 the index has
resumed its up move after forming bullish reversal candlestick near 21EMA, this
average has acted as strong support on intermediate declines in past and sug‐
gests the recent trough to act as strong support for short term.
2. The index has witnessed breakout from multi week consolidation range which is
bullish signal for medium term trend.
3. RSI has surpassed its previous swing high and trading above 60 levels which sig‐
nals strength and momentum.
4. NIFTYMFCG has started gathering strength against NIFTY and is expected to be
an outperformer in short term.
5. Going ahead index has immediate support at 35780 till it maintains above this
level it is expected to continue its up move towards36680‐37280.
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NIFTY IT: IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 27960‐27550
LTP : 28445

SUP : 27960‐27550‐27040

RES : 28600‐28900‐29500
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Source: IRIS, BP Equities Research

Technical View
1. Index opened on a flat note and remained volatile throughout the week closing
the week near opening price with minor gains.
2. Index has given breakout from multi week consolidation range which is bullish
signal for medium term trend.
3. Also the recent trough coincides with 13 EMA, this average has acted as strong
support on intermediate declines in the past.
4. RSI has formed positive reversal with price and surpassed 60 levels which is a
bullish signal and compliments the bullish view of price.
5. NIFTYIT continues to remain strong against NIFTY and is expected to remain an
outperformer.
6. Going ahead index has immediate support at 27960‐27550, till it maintains
above this range it is expected to continue its up move towards 28600‐28900.

Key Data
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NIFTY AUTO: IMMEDIATE SUPPORT AT 10200
LTP : 10444

SUP : 10340‐10200‐10000

RES : 10620‐10880‐10950
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Source: IRIS, BP Equities Research

Technical View
1. Index open this week on a flat note and remained under pressure throughout
the week closing this week in loss.
2. Earlier the index has given a breakout form down sloping channel which is a
bullish signal for medium term trend.
3. RSI had earlier formed positive reversal with price and has surpassed 60 zone
which is a bullish signal for medium term trend.
4. NIFTYAUTO continues to remain weak against NIFTY and is expected to remain
an underperformer in short term.
5. Going ahead index has immediate support at 10200, till it maintains above this
level it is expected to continue its up move towards 10880‐10950.

Key Data
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NIFTY PHARMA: IMMEDIATE RESISTANCE AT 14160‐14330
LTP : 14031
SUP : 13820‐13730‐13360 RES : 14160‐14330‐14600
2
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Source: IRIS, BP Equities Research

Technical View
1. Index opened the week on a flat note and remained under pressure throughout
the week closing this week near the lows and in loss.
2. Index has been trading in the expanding range and now has reversed finding
resistance near the upper trend line.
3. RSI has reversed from its overstretched zone and has formed negative diver‐
gence which suggests caution at higher levels.
4. NIFTYPHARMA continues to remain strong against NIFTY and is expected to be
an outperformer in short term.
5. Going ahead index has immediate resistance at 14160‐14330, for index to con‐
tinue its up move it needs to sustain above this range while support comes at
13820‐13730.

Key Data
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US DOLLAR INDEX
SUP : 91.80‐91.28‐90.70

RES : 92.80‐93.10‐93.45

Source: Trading view

Technical View
1. Dollar Index opened this week on a flat note but witnessed strong upside momentum in the latter half of
the week closing this week near the highs and with decent gains.
2. Index has recently given breakout from 4 week of consolidation which is bullish signal for short term trend.
Also, the recent through coincides with its previous swing low and long trendline support which suggests re‐
cent through to act strong support.
3. RSI has been forming series of higher highs and lower highs which is bullish signal.
4. Going ahead index has an immediate support around 91.80 ‐ 91.28 ‐ 90.70. While the resistance is seen at
92.80 ‐ 93.10 ‐ 93.45
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USD/INR
SUP : 73.84‐73.45‐73.15

RES : 74.30‐74.55‐74.80

Source: Trading view

Technical View
1. USDINR pair opened this week on a flat and traded in narrow range throughout the week except the last
day, where USDINR witnessed sharp upside move and closed the week near the highs with decent gains.
2. USDINR recently reversed strong finding support around its previous through which also coincides with
100 WEMA, this average has provided strong support earlier as well which is bullish signal and suggests re‐
cent through to act strong support.
3.RSI has formed bullish divergence against price which compliments bullish view on price.
4.Going ahead USDINR has an immediate support placed around 73.84 ‐ 73.45 ‐ 73.15. On the higher side re‐
sistance comes at 74.30 ‐ 74.55 ‐ 74.80
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BANKNIFTY OPTION STRATEGY
Bank nifty closed 1.40% lower this week @ 34558. We have seen call addition in 34500, 35000, 35500 call
options as call writers are active in these strike prices and we have seen major put addition in 33500, 34200,
34500 put options as put writers are writing put options. Highest Put option volume is visible in 34000 PE
which will act as a good support and highest volume on call side is visible in 34500 CE. Highest OI concentra‐
tion is visible in 34000 PE which will act as a support and 35000 CE which will act as a resistance. Bank nifty
max pain is at 34500.

OPTION STRATEGY: ‐
STRATEGY

: SELL 34700 CE @ 327, BUY 35400 CE @ 100 AND SELL 34700
PE @ 315, BUY 34000 PE @ 100 (24JUNE21 EXPIRY)
MAX PROFIT
: Rs.11025
MAX LOSS
: Rs.6450
LOT SIZE
: 25 Shares
BREAK EVEN POINT : 34258 ‐ 35142
MARGIN REQUIRED : Rs.80000 APPROX

OPTION PAYOFF: -
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FII / DII DATA
FII / DII CASH DATA

FII F&O DATA
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MOMENTUM PICK OPEN CALLS & PERFORMANCE

TECHNO FUNDA OPEN CALLS & PERFORMANCE
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RAPID MOVERS OPEN CALLS & PERFORMANCE

SWING TRADE OPEN CALLS & PERFORMANCE
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BPW WEEKLY STRATEGY (BPW WSTRAT) PERFORMANCE
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